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Designed for the CCIE v5, but suitable for any ability - from CCNA to CCIE.Part one of this book
will walk you through building a simple GRE tunnel into an IPSec secured, optimized and
scalable DMVPN network.Part two expands the network to include Network Address
Translation, as well as IPv6 transition mechanisms.

About the AuthorGILLIAN HULSE trained in both graphics and textile design. She developed a
passion for working with glass after seeing the beautiful stained glass windows designed by the
artist Marc Chagall at Tudely Church in Kent. Gillian now has her own studio in the southwest of
England where she produces wall pieces, vessels, and jewelry.
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AMIN KHAIR, “VPNs summary book. I consider this book as a refresher on VPNs technology for
the CCIE lab exam. It does not go into boring details on VPNs history. It is basically a quick
command reference for VPNs for the exam.I liked this book overall.”

Mark, “Excellent source. Written in an understandable manner, and really helped clearing up
some questions I had.”

Charles Harris, “Excellent read for the DMVPN portion. Excellent read for the DMVPN portion. It
would have been nice if it had included IKEv2 integration, but it wasn't too hard to figure out.”

Zarden, “This book is great for anyone looking to get their CCIE. This book is great for anyone
looking to get their CCIE. Also great for those whose weak areas are NAT and VPNs. This book
is loaded with tons of practical examples. It is very advanced so be sure you have the basics
down! 5/5”

Kempoist, “This is an excellent product.. This is an excellent product.”

Saul Lagos, “Buena calidad. Excelente didáctica y mu buenos ejemplos”

ROUZBEH TAHMASEBI, “Perfect book, it is my bible in VPN now. Perfect book, it is my bible in
VPN now,  I hope author can write book on other subjects like, OSPF, EIGRP, Multicast, QOS,.....”

J. Saunders, “Excellent, easy to read.. I love this series of 3 books by Stuart, I have purchased
them all now.. They are incredibly easy to read from beginning to end at any level. You can follow
the entire process in GNS3 and really learn the steps.. All 3 books are roughly £30 together!! I
find that simple concepts are sometimes over complicated in Cisco Press and it just doesn't
click.. However if you use these books along side it they fall into place.. I find I remember things
from these books.. All depends on the reader and his/her experience.. I guess you need to have
some hands on experience with Cisco as it's aimed at CCIE level, so if you've never worked on
Cisco before it maybe to advanced, but if you're CCNA level or working in an ISP I don't think
you will have any issues. Book 1: BGP, Book 2: MPLS and Book 3: VPNS.. Think Lord of The
Rings for Cisco geeks :-)”

C Sydney E, “Excellent book, short read but packed full of information, configuration
walthroughs and useful guides. Brilliant book. If you have a good technical background of at
least CCNA level you should be able to understand and work your way through this book. Of
course it helps if you are even more advanced as this is really written for the CCIE written exam
candidate. As the title suggests it covers VPNs (including all 3 phases of DMVPN), NAT and



IPv6 transition or tunneling technologies. Very useful reading material indeed”

Steve, “A good read. This was one of the books I used in the early stages of study to help
prepare for the CCIE Routing & Switching Lab which I passed August 2016, so helped me
achieve my CCIE.”

Anon, “Great Book  for CCIE Study. Great Book  for CCIE Study”

PAB, “Recommended!!!. Excellent book.Well written and easy to follow.”

The book by H. Jonathan Chao has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 68 people have provided feedback.
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